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DISCLAIMERS

These are my interpretations of the rules. Your thoughts, and furthermore the 
thoughts of the PSC, may differ. Don’t be afraid to raise your hand and challenge 
what I say.

While the Administrative Code and State Statutes apply uniformly to all of us, your 
specific service rules as part of your utility rates are not necessarily uniform.

Although I am a Commissioner at Sun Prairie Utilities, the comments are strictly my 
own, so don’t lock Rick up if I say something wrong.

I am retired and since this session is during my normal nap time, someone gently 
nudge me if I seem to have an abnormally           long        pause      in my presentation.
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Where do I find the rules for extending and/or 
modifying distribution facilities ?

A. Admin Code PSC 113

B. Our most recent rate order

C. Both A and B

D. There are no rules – I’m in 
charge

Subchapter X — Electric Service Extension  
PSC 113.1001 Purpose. The purpose of subch. X 
is to establish standards for electric utility service 
extension rules.

RATE FILE Sheet No. 2 of 37  SCHEDULE X-1 
ELECTRIC RULES

• TABLE OF CONTENTS (continued)

• 103 DEFINITIONS OF DISTRIBUTION AND 
SERVICE FACILITIES
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What happens if I don’t follow the code

A. Nothing – the code is only 
suggested guidance

B. The utility manager may 
be referred to the state 
Dept of Regulation and 
Licensing

C. The Utility can be fined $25 
– $5,000 per day

D. Lock me up and throw 
away the key

PSC 113.01 Application of rules directs you to 
statute 196.66

General forfeiture provisions. 196.66(1 )(1)
GENERAL FORFEITURE; FAILURE TO OBEY. If any public 
utility violates this chapter or ch. 197 or fails or 
refuses to perform any duty enjoined upon it for 
which a penalty has not been provided, or fails, 
neglects or refuses to obey any lawful requirement 
or order of the commission or the governing body 
of a municipality or a sanitary commission or any 
judgment or decree of any court upon its 
application, for every violation, failure or refusal 
the public utility shall forfeit not less than $25 nor 
more than $5,000
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What guiding principles do I need to follow for 
extending service to customers? True or False

A. The customer is always 
right - do whatever the 
customer asks.

B. I decide the route 
where the line goes

C. Costs billed to the 
customer should 
include clearing and 
restoration

D. I am required to give 
the customer a cost 
estimate before 
starting the work.

PSC 113.1002 Principles of facilities development. The utility shall provide safe, 
reliable service with extensions that conform, to the extent possible, to each of the 
following standards: 

(1) ROUTE. The utility shall make the extension over the most direct route which is the 
least expensive and least environmentally degrading. The customer shall provide or shall 
be responsible for the cost of all right-of-way easements and permits necessary for the 
utility to install, maintain, or replace distribution facilities. The customer shall either clear 
and grade such property or pay the utility to clear and grade such property. The customer 
is responsible for the cost of restoration of the property after the utility has completed 
installation and backfilling where applicable. 

(2) DESIGN. The utility shall design and install facilities to deliver service to the customer 
and the area at the lowest reasonable cost. The facilities shall comply with accepted 
engineering and planning practices. The design shall consider reasonable needs for 
probable growth in the area and local land use planning. Unwarranted excess capacity 
which would result in unnecessary cost increases to the utility and its customers shall be 
avoided. The utility shall be responsible for the incremental cost of distribution facilities 
which are in excess of standard design for the customer and normal area growth. 

(4) COST ESTIMATES. The utility shall engineer and estimate the cost of each extension 
based on reasonable current costs. Current costs may be estimated using job specific 
costs, average costs per foot or unit, or other costing method as appropriate
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Customer contribution for standard 
service facility – True or False

A. The customer pays for a 
standard overhead service

B. The customer pays for a 
standard underground service 
lateral

C. The customer gets a standard 
transformer and standard 
meter for free

PSC 113.1004 Customer contribution for 
service facilities. 

(1) METERING FACILITIES. The utility shall provide 
the necessary standard metering facilities at no 
charge to the customer. 

(2) SERVICE DROPS AND LATERALS. The utility shall 
provide standard overhead service drops and 
standard underground service laterals at not 
charge to the customer. 

(3) TRANSFORMERS. The utility shall provide 
standard design transformers necessary to service 
the customer's load at no charge. 
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Where is standard service facility defined

A. In PSC admin code 113

B. In our rate order

C. It varies situation by situation

D. It is not defined

PSC 113.1004 Customer contribution for service 
facilities. 

(4) NONSTANDARD SERVICE FACILITIES. If the facilities 
design developed pursuant to s. PSC 113.1002 require 
nonstandard service facilities or if the customer 
requests nonstandard facilities, the utility may 
require the customer to pay a contribution in advance 
of construction for the portion of the facilities in 
excess of the standard design. 
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Customer contribution for distribution 
extension – True or False

A. The customer needs to 
pay for the full cost of 
an extension

B. The payment for the 
extension cost is 
refundable to the 
customer.

C. .The administrative 
code and my rate 
order defines standard 
versus non-standard 
extensions

.

PSC 113.1005 Customer contributions for distribution extensions. 

(1) STANDARD DESIGNS. The customer shall pay, as a minimum and 
refundable contribution, the estimated cost of distribution facilities to be 
installed which is greater than the appropriate average embedded cost 
allowance for existing distribution facilities. 

(2) SUBDIVISIONS. Developers and subdividers shall pay, as a minimum and 
refundable contribution, the estimated cost of distribution facilities, to be 
installed for the area being developed. The contribution is refundable as 
structures are built and connected to the electric utility facilities. 

(3) NONSTANDARD ROUTE OR DESIGN. If a customer requests a route or 
design which is different from the design proposed by the utility in 
compliance with the requirements of s. PSC 113.1002, the utility shall 
require that the customer pay any additional costs as a refundable 
contribution. 
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Customer contribution for distribution 
extension – True or False

A. The costs can include 
trenching in frozen 
ground and rocky 
soil.

B. I can give customers 
the option to pay up 
front or over time.

.

PSC 113.1005 Customer contributions for distribution extensions. 

(4) CONSTRUCTION CHARGES. The utility shall require that the customer 
make a contribution in aid of construction if construction requires 
trenching in rocky soil, frozen ground, or other similar conditions. 

(5) REQUEST FOR EXCESS FACILITIES. The utility may require a contract 
from a customer requesting the installation of excess facilities, as 
defined in s. PSC 113.1003 (5), requiring the customer to pay recurring 
operation and maintenance expenses on the portion of the extension 
which is greater than 5 times the embedded cost allowance. The utility 
shall provide the commission with the reasons and supporting analysis 
for each such contract. 

(6) PAYMENT PLANS. The utility may require that the contribution in aid 
of construction be paid in advance of construction or may, at the 
utility's option, offer customers an installment payment plan
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108.2 Application of the Refund

(1.) When additional customers are connected to an existing extension, which required an

installation charge from the original customer for whom the extension was first made, that

original customer may receive a refund from the utility.

(2.) If the cost of adding a new customer to an existing extension is less than the average

depreciated embedded cost, the new customer will be charged nothing. The original

contributor of the extension shall be refunded the difference between the average depreciated

embedded cost and the cost of adding the new customer.

(3.) If the cost of additional distribution facilities exceeds the average depreciated embedded cost

of a customer classification, the construction will be considered a new extension. In this case

no refund is due the original contributor.

(4.) The original contributor shall receive refunds, if any, for only the first five years from the date

the original extension is energized.

(5.) Refunds shall be made to the original contributing customer by the utility within 20 days after

the additional customer’s cost of installation is determined
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Refunds to Subdivision Developers  - True 
or False

A. The extension costs 
billed up front to the 
developer is reduced 
by the embedded 
cost credit times the 
number of platted 
lots

SUBDIVISIONS. 

Procedure. As structures are built and connected to the electric 
utility facilities, the utility shall refund to the developer or 
subdivider an amount equal to the greater of the embedded 
cost allowance in effect at the time the contributed extension 
was installed or the current embedded cost allowance for each 
customer. This refund shall be reduced by the cost of any 
additional distribution facilities, if necessary, to serve the new 
customer. 

(b) Period. The utility shall make refunds for structures which 
are built and connected to the utility system within 5 years 
from the installation of the contributed extension
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What is an embedded cost allowance?

A. I don’t know and I don’t care

B. Something the PSC uses to make my 
life more complicated

C. Something the PSC defines for 
electric utilities but not water utilities

D. A method of recognizing that 
customers will pay for carrying costs 
of line facilities in their monthly bills 
and therefore the cost for extending 
service to them should be reduced

PSC 113.1003(3) “Embedded cost" means the 
original cost of the installed utility plant less both 
the accumulated depreciation of the plant and 
associated contributions in aid of construction as 
recorded in the utility's books. 

(4) “Embedded cost allowance" means a 
construction credit given a customer requesting an 
extension which reflects the average embedded 
cost of existing facilities
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Final billing of construction cost – True or 
False

A. When the final total 
costs of construction are 
known, I need to bill or 
refund the difference to 
the customer.  If true, 
when?

PSC 113.1009 Revision of estimates to reflect actual 
cost. The utility shall adjust its estimate of construction 
costs to reflect the costs that are actually incurred. Upon 
completion of an installation which differs from the utility's 
original cost estimate, a recalculation of the customer 
contribution shall be made using the same method as was 
used to determine the original contribution. If said 
recalculation differs by more than $20 from original 
estimate, a refund or additional billing shall be rendered to 
the customer. 
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Who pays for relocating or rebuilding 
distribution and service facilities

A. The utility

B. The customer

C. A or B

PSC 113.1008 Modifications to existing distribution and service 
facilities. 

RELOCATION AND REBUILDING OF EXISTING DISTRIBUTION 
FACILITIES. 

Where responsibility can be determined by the utility, the 
customer responsible for relocation, rebuilding or other 
modifications of existing distribution facilities shall pay a 
contribution equal to the full estimated cost of construction 
including the cost of removal of existing distribution facilities and 
less the accumulated depreciation and the salvage value of 
facilities removed.
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Who pays for replacing overhead 
distribution with underground
A. The utility

B. The 
customer

C. A or B

PSC 113.1008 Modifications to existing distribution and service 
facilities 

REPLACEMENT OF OVERHEAD DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES WITH 
UNDERGROUND DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES. 

A customer requesting the utility to replace existing overhead 
distribution facilities with underground distribution facilities shall pay 
the full estimated cost of construction including the cost of removal of 
existing distribution facilities less the accumulated depreciation and 
the salvage value of the existing overhead facilities which are 
removed. This contribution shall be refundable as additional 
customers attach to facilities for which the customer made a 
contribution if the cost of the required distribution facilities to serve 
the new customer is less than the appropriate embedded cost 
allowance.
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Who pays for upgrading distribution 
facilities
A. The utility

B. The 
customer

C. A or B

PSC 113.1008 Modifications to existing distribution and 
service facilities 

(3) UPGRADE OF DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES. (a) Due to change 
in load. 

Customers who request an upgrading of the utility distribution 
facilities due to a change in the character of their load shall pay 
for the construction costs incurred by the utility to provide the 
requested additional facilities.
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Who pays for converting service from 
overhead to underground
A. The utility

B. The 
customer

C. A or B

PSC 113.1008 Modifications to existing distribution and 
service facilities 

(c) Overhead service drop to underground service lateral. The 
utility shall require a contribution from a customer requesting to 
have an overhead service drop upgraded to an underground 
service lateral. The contribution shall be equal to the cost of the 
underground service lateral less the cost of an equivalent 
overhead service drop
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We get asked by many groups to donate $ 
or include bill inserts. What is allowable?
A. Anything we please –

they are our bills and 
envelopes

B. Political ads for the 
president, governor or 
mayor during election 
years

C. Items that produce a 
direct and substantial 
benefit to our ratepayers

D. Information regarding 
local not for profit 
organizations

PSC 113.0410 Billing statement inserts. No offer, advertisement, solicitation, 
announcement, statement, representation or other material shall be placed on a 
customer’s billing statement unless it meets the criteria of s. 196.595 (2), Stats., or ch.
PSC 113

Produces a demonstrated, direct and substantial benefit for ratepayers. Advertising which 
produces a direct and substantial benefit for ratepayers is limited to advertising which does 
any of the following: 

Demonstrates energy or water conservation methods.  

Conveys safety information on the use of energy. 

Conveys health or safety information related to a water system or the use of water, 
including information on preventing frozen water laterals. 

Identifies the public utility on public utility property or the location of public utility property. 

Otherwise directly and substantially benefits ratepayers..

Is required by law, administrative rule, or permit
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My customer really ticked me off – what 
can I do to the #%#@?

A. Bring my great big lineworker
with me to “discuss” the 
situation

B. Contact their employer to see 
how rationale this person really 
is

C. Quote PSC Admin Code section 
xyz123 which, as you all know, 
does not exist.

D. Scream, holler, swear and call 
them nasty names until they 
start crying and go away

E. None of the above

PSC 113.0508 Oppressive and deceptive practices prohibited. A utility 
shall not engage in any oppressive or deceptive practices. It shall not do any 
of the following: 

(1) Use or threaten force or violence to cause physical harm to the person, 
dependents, or property of the ratepayer. 

(2) Threaten criminal prosecution without merit or authority. 

(3) Initiate or threaten to initiate communications with the ratepayer's 
employer except as permitted by statute. 

(4) Engage in any conduct which can reasonably be expected to threaten or 
harass a ratepayer. 

(5) Claim or attempt to claim to enforce a right, with knowledge or reason 
to know that the right does not exist. 

(6) Use obscene, threatening, or abusive language in communicating with a 
ratepayer or a person related to a ratepayer
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Our tree trimming contractor is ready to start. 
Do I need to contact the property owner?

A. Yes

B. No

C. It depends

PSC 113.0510 Tree trimming contacts. When trimming trees and 
other vegetation in electric line right-of-way maintenance, the utility 
shall make a reasonable attempt to contact the landowner a minimum 
of twenty-four hours prior to beginning of work on the landowner's 
property. This contact may take the form of a written notice delivered 
to the landowner's residence, a telephone call to the landowner, or an 
in-person contact. Reasonable effort shall be made by the utility to 
accommodate a landowner's desire to be present when work is done 
on his or her property. Emergency repairs are exempted from this 
notification requirement
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What are the rules for cutting and pruning oak 
trees

A. If it’s brown, cut it 
down

B. Never ever cut it 
down

C. The rules are the 
same for urban and 
rural trees

D. The rules are 
different for urban 
and rural trees

E. The rules are the 
same everywhere

F. The rules differ by 
county

PSC 113.0511 Oak tree cutting and pruning. 

(1) In urban/residential areas: From April 15 through July 1 of each year, 
no pruning or cutting of oak trees is permitted except in emergencies.

(5) Emergency pruning or removal of oaks within the April 15 to July 1 
time period is permitted to maintain necessary levels of safety, service 
and reliability. Some situations where emergency tree pruning and 
removal may be necessary include: 

(a) Storm-related damage to electrical facilities and/or adjacent trees has 
caused or could cause a power outage. 

(b) Bringing electrical service into a new residence or business. 

(c) Moving electrical facilities to accommodate road, pipeline, or building 
construction. 

(d) Rebuilding or upgrading distribution facilities. 

(6) Counties where oak wilt has not been confirmed are exempted from 
these oak tree cutting and pruning restrictions. The commission shall 
annually provide the utilities with a list of exempted counties.
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My accountant threatened to turn me into the 
PSC for not following PSC 113. What can I do?

A. Tell her if she goes 
through with it she is 
history

B. Suspend her for 
insubordination

C. Give her a poor 
performance rating 
and not give her a 
raise next year

D. Nothing

PSC 113.0210 Whistleblower protection. No public 
utility shall interfere with, restrain, or coerce any 
employee or other person in the exercise of the right 
to disclose information to the commission or other 
governmental bodies regarding the safety and 
reliability of the electrical system, or a portion thereof, 
provided that the employee reasonably believe that 
such information is true. No public utility may dismiss, 
discipline, demote, transfer, reprimand, harass, 
reduce the pay of, discriminate against, or otherwise, 
retaliate against, any employee or other person 
because the employee, or other person engaged in 
any of the described activities.
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How many days can electric meter readings 
vary by from one month to the next

A. O Days ( must be 
same date each 
month)

B. 5 Days

C. 10 Days

D. There is no 
requirement

PSC 113.0405 Meter readings and billing periods. 
Readings of all meters used for determining charges to 
customers shall be scheduled no less frequently than once 
every two months. Utilities may offer quarterly or 
semiannual meter-reading plans to customers who elect 
such an option. An effort shall be made to read meters on 
corresponding days of each meter-reading period cycle. The 
meter-reading date may be advanced or postponed not 
more than 5 days without adjustment of the billing for the 
period. Bills for service shall be rendered within 40 days from 
the reading of the meter except as may be otherwise 
specifically authorized by the commission

PSC 113.0406(2) (a) If the billing period is longer or shorter 
than allowed in s. PSC 113.0405, the bill shall be prorated on 
a daily basis unless other provision is made in the utility’s 
filed rules
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We offer optional time of day rates. When do I 
need to tell customers about their options?
A. Never

B. Once a calendar year

C. When we change rates

D. Whenever a customer 
asks

E. B, C, and D above

PSC 113.0406 (4)(f) At least once in each calendar year 
customers with more than one rate option shall be 
informed of the option to select a rate set forth in par. (e). 
The notification requirement may be satisfied through the 
use of a bill insert. The customer shall also be informed of 
the option to select a rate whenever there is a change in 
rates that would affect the customer and at any other time 
the customer so requests.
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How did you do

A. 100% correct

B. Better than half right

C. Less than half right

For anyone who got all correct, see me afterwards for your 
“special” award. For anyone less than half right????????????
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